Introduction. In finite dimensional complex Euclidian space, any linear operator has a unique maximal invariant subspace on which it is semi-simple. It is easily described by means of the Jordan decomposition theorem. The main result of this paper (Theorem 2.1) is a generalization of this fact to infinite dimensional reflexive Banach space, for arbitrary bounded operators T with real spectrum. Our description of the "semi-simplicity manifold" for T is entirely analytic and basis-free, and seems therefore to be a quite natural candidate for such generalizations to infinite dimension.
1. The semi-simplicity manifold. Let TeB(X) be a fixed operator with real spectrum. Definition 1.1. For xeï.we let = suP{||J and f(t)e'"xdt\;feL W=W(T) = {xeX;\\x\\ < co}.
?(*).|/|«»ál}.
If the integral in the definition of | x || does not converge (strongly) for some feL1(R), we set || x || = co. Clearly, W contains all the eigenvectors of T. Proof. Denote the supremum above by || x | '. Suppose || x | < co. For any
x* e X* and / e L}(R), we have jf(t)x*e"Txdt\è\\x\\\x*\\fl By Schoenberg's Criterion [9] , there exists a finite regular Borel measure p = p( • | x, x*) on R such that (1.1) and (1.2)
Therefore [1] x*e ** M H 1**1 " Tx = f eits dp(s) (allíeZÍ). for all c.eC, r,e R and n = 1,2,•••. Hence ||x||' g | x \\. Next, suppose || x || < co. By Bochner's Criterion [1] , there is a representation (1.2) with || p || ^ || x || ' | x* |. In particular (or directly from the definition of || x || '), \el Tx | ^ || x || '. Therefore the integral $f(t)e" Tx dt converges strongly for each / e L1(R), and so / f(t)e"Txdt sup I f/(0x*e"rxa*i ^IIpII/I^IxI'14 |x»|=l I J i.e., || x I g || x ||'. Q.E.D. : Since a(T) is real, Fz is well defined and x*Ft( ■ )x e Ü(R) O L2(R) for any x e X and x* e X*. By [6, p. 164, equation (2)], the Fourier transform of x*Fe( • )x is equal to exp(-2ne\t\)x*e~2*" Tx. But exp(-2^e|r|) is the Fourier transform of /e(s) = e(s2 + e2)~l/n, and if xelF, x*exp( -2nit T)x is the FourierStieltjes transform of the measure p defined in (1.1) and (1.2). Thus x*F£ • )x is the convolution of feeL1(R) and p, and therefore, using (1. (ii) £(<5)Zi(e) = E(ô Oe) for all ô,£e@; and (iii) for each x e Z, E( ■ )x is a regular strongly countably additive vector measure on £8.
By Corollary III.4.5 in [3] , E( ■ )x is necessarily bounded (with a bound depending of course on x e Z).
If Z is of the second category in X and if each E(ô) is closed, the closed graph and the uniform boundedness theorems imply that E(ô)eB(X) (all <5) and sup¿|£(<5)| < co, so that our definition coincides in this case with the usual one.
We can state now the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be reflexive, and TeB(X) have real spectrum. Let W be the semi-simplicity manifold for T. Then,for all xeW and all polynomials p, (ii) for each xeW, E(-)x is a regular strongly countably additive vector measure on 38; and (iii) eu Tx = je "sdE(s)xfor allteR and x e W.
Proof. Fix xelF and x*eX*. Let p = p( • \x,x*) be as in (1.1) and (1.2).
The uniqueness of the representation (1.2) implies that p(<5|x,x*) is a continuous linear functional on X* (with bound 5= || x ||) for each 8eâ$ and xelF fixed. Since X is reflexive, there exists a unique element of X, which we denote by £(<5)x, such that | E(8)x | ^ | x || and p(81 x, x*) = x*E(8)x for all x*eX*. Similarly, for 8 and x* fixed, p(<5|x,x*) is a linear function of x on IF; therefore the map x -* E(8)x is a linear transformation of X with domain IF. Now, (i) follows from (1.2) with r = 0; (ii) follows from the equation x*E(-)x = p(-|x,x*) and Theorem IV.10.1 in [3] ; (iii) is a rewriting of (1.2), which is justified by (ii). Q.E.D. The left-hand side is equal to Se" Tx, which, by Lemma 2.1 (iii) and (ii), is given by > e"s d S E(s)x. The lemma follows now from the uniqueness of the Fourier transform. Next, we show that the vector measures E( ■ )x (x e IF) have compact support (this will be refined in Lemma 2.6). We have : 
.7, T(côg) = T(g)E(8). Equivalently, | g(t)c6(t)dE(t)x = j g(t)dE(t)E(8)x
for all geC(R) and xe IF (since g and x were arbitrary). The uniqueness of the Riesz representation implies that ¡tcó(t)dE(t)x = §rdE(t)E(8)x for each e in $8 and x in IF. Equivalently, £(s O 8)x = E(e)E(8)x for all x e IF and e,8eS8. Q.E.D.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. If we replace W by its completion with respect to || ■ |, the structure of T can be described in previously established terminology. This has however the inconvenience of taking us out from the original space X (in general). 3. Examples.
3.1. Suppose X is finite dimensional. Let xt,-,x" be a basis of X with respect to which T has a Jordan canonical matrix representation; i.e., for suitable integers 0 = n0 < nr < n2 < ••• < nk = n and a suitable enumeration Ai,-,At of o(T) (with possible repetitions), Txq = XfXt + xq+l for n^ < q < n} and Txnj = XjX". (j = 1,-,fc). Since e"7xnj = exp(itkj)xn. and X, are real (our standing assumption about o(T)l), it follows trivially that xBje W(T) (j = 1, -,fc). For n,_, < q < n,-, we have (T -¿/)"'~«+* xq = 0 and (T -Xjl)nj~q xq # 0. Therefore 
(e"'<l>)(x) = e"<b(l)-j e"s«"0(5). [\j f(tH'-t)dt\ ifeÜiR), |/|"ál} = sup{|/*x|p;/GL1, |/j"ál}.
This is just the norm || • ||0 considered in [11] , and IF is the space (Lp)0 discussed in this paper in the context of the multipliers problem for Fourier transforms. It is proved there that IF = {0} for p < 2, is the whole space for p = 2, and is dense in LF for p > 2 (W contains all the Fourier Transforms of elements of Lq, p~i+q~1 =1). The connection of our work with [1] was noticed by the referee.
